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IN HONOUR OF PROFESSOR S. CHOWLA 
As an extension of the Dirichlet divisor problem, S. Chowla and H. Walum 
conjectured that, as x4 co, X”<J; n”B,((x/n}) = 0(x “‘*+ I’*+‘) holds for each 
E: > 0. Here integers a > 0 and r > 1 are given. B,(X) denotes the rth Bernoulli 
polynomial and (x) denotes the fractional part of x. The special case a = 0. r = 2 of 
this conjecture was also mentioned by S. Chowla. In this paper we prove this 
conjecture for all e > 4 and r > 2 with E = 0 (with xE replaced by log x in case 
a=$). tl 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
Throughout the paper, x denotes a real variable 21. [x] denotes the 
greatest integer ,oC and {x} =x - [x] the fractional part of x. Let d(n) 
denote the number of divisors of a positive integer n and let d(x) = 
Cndx d(n) - x(log x + 27 - 11, where y is Euler’s constant. The classical 
Dirichlet’s divisor problem states that 
d(x) = O(X”4+&) (1) 
for every E > 0. This remains unsettled to date. The best result known till 
now is due to G. A. Kolesnik [3], who proved that d(x) = O(X~~~“‘~’ . 
log 211’1oox). As an extension of the Dirichlet divisor problem, S. Chowla and 
H. Walum [l] ( see also S. L. Segal [6]) conjectured the following: 
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Let u > 0, r > 1 be integers and B,(x) denote the rth Bernoulli 
polynomial. Then for every E > 0 and as x-+ co 
= 0(x a/211/4+e >a (2) 
It is well known due to E. Landau [4] that 
d(x)+2 r B, ; =0(l). 
n<& (1 I) 
As such, the conjecture (2) in case a = 0, r = 1 is equivalent to the truth of 
(1). 
The special case a = 0, r = 2 of (2) was also mentioned by S. Chowla in 
his book [2] while S. Chowla and H. Walum [l] disposed of the case a = 1, 
r = 2 of (2) even with E = 0. The object of the present paper is to prove the 
conjecture (2) for all real a > f and integral r > 2 in a stronger form. In fact, 
writing G,.& Q> = Cnsa n”Br(bdnl), we prove the following results: 
THEOREM 1. Let r > 2, x > 64 and Q satisfy x’13 -+ Q & (2~)~‘~. Then 
G,,,(x, Q) = O(X"~Q"-~'* + x'-~Q~+~-~~) ifa > 3r-4, 
= O(X"~Q"~-~'~ + xr-l log x) ifa=3r-4, 
= O(x 1/2Qa - 112) if$<a<3r-4, 
= 0(x 1’2 log x) ifa = f, 
= O(x’12) ifO<a < f. 
THEOREM 2. Let r > 2 and Q satisfy x2” G Q < x’12. Then 
G&x, Q) = O(Q”- 1’2x1’2) ifa > 4, 
= 0(x “’ log Q) ifa=f 
= 0(x (40+3)/10 > ifO<a < f. 
It may be noted that Theorem 1 shows the validity of the conjecture (2) in 
case a > f, r > 2 with E = 0 even (with x8 replaced by log x in case a = i) 
while Theorem 2 gives a non-trivial result for 0 & a < i. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As usual we write e(x) = exp(2nix) and recall the 
well-known Fourier expansion (cf. [5, p. 151): 
e(mx> BAlxl)= - (2;i)r mTz, m” 
rn#O 
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We shall also require the following result due to I. M. Vinogradov [8] 
concerning exponential sums. 
LEMMA. Let x > 64, A be a real and the reals P, Q satisfy 2x’13 <P < 
Q < (2x)“‘. Then there exists a constant N independent of x, A, P and Q 
such that 
Now let 26 < X=X(x) < x1/‘, where the function X will be chosen 
suitably later. Then for r > 2 and any number Q satisfying (xX)“~ < Q < 
(2x)“‘, we have 
G,,,(x, Q) = -r!(2zi)-’ x 
o< lrn)<Z-6X nl 
+ 0 X1-’ 
i 
s na . 
‘SntQ 1 
For each m satisfying 0 < ] m I< 2 -6X, we choose an integer 
the condition 2(2-6x lm1)1’3 < Y, < (x [ml)“‘. Also we write 
Y,,, subject to 
r ! 
G,,~(x' Q)=- (2~i)' o,,,~2-,m-r ( ~ + y,~,Q l<nSY,-l i 
Xn’e(~)+O($$-) 
= -r!(2d)-’ (S, + S,) + O(Q”“X’-‘). (3) 
It is clear that (x 1 m I) 1’3 < (xX) 1’3 < Q < (2x)“’ < (2x I m I)“’ and conse- 
quently 
s, = 0 ( 
o,,m~2~x Imler yk+‘) = 0 (x(‘+~)/~ 1 
6 ‘SIIISX 
mp’+(at1)/3) 
= qx’a + H/3) ifa < 3r-4, 
= 0(x (a + IV3 log x) ifa=3r-4, 
= 0(x ((I+ 1)/3X(a+4--3r)/3 1 ifa > 3r-4. (4) 
For the estimation of S,, we write S,(n) = CnGkGQ e(mx/k) for each n 
lying in the interval [Ym, Q]. Then, by Lemma 1, we find S,(n) = 
O(dw). Consequently, the theorem of partial summation yields for 
a>0 
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= Y;s,(Y,)+ 0 no-’ 
< Y~(xlml Y;l)“* + x na-‘(x Irnl n-I)“* 
Y,,t<n<Q 
ifO<u < j, 
< (XIml)‘“+“‘-’ ifa = f, 
ifa > f. 
Thus from (3), we conclude that for a > i 
S, = 0 
( 
2 m-r(x l,#a+l)13 + 0 x1/*Q”-1/2 2 m11*-’ 
1 <rn<X ) ( I<m<x 
= O&l/*Qa I/*) ifa < 3r-4, 
= O(X(O+1)/3 ,ogX+x1/2Qa-1’2) if a = 3r - 4, 
= 0(x (LI+ 1)/3X(Ut4-3r)/3 + x1/2Qa- I/2) ifu > 3r-4, (5) 
and that 
s, = qxw+ 1)/3 + x”~ log Q) = O(X”~ log x) ifu=j, 
= 0(x”*) ifO<u Cf. 
(6) 
Hence, on collecting (3), (4), (5) and (6), we have 
= O(x’/2 + Qa+lXl--r) ifO<u < f, 
= 0(x”* log x + Q”’ ‘X1 -‘) ifu=f, 
= O(X1/2QO-1/2 + QO+l,l-!‘) iff<u<3r-4, 
= O(x(a+ 1113 log X + xl/2QO-l/* 
+ Q"+'X'-7 ifu=3r-4, 
= 0(x @+1)/3X(a+4--3r)/3 + x1/2QO-1/2 
+ Q= + ‘X1 -7 if a > 3r - 4. 
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Now, choosing X to be a constant multiple of (Q’/x)“~“-” in case 
0 < a < 3r - 4 and of $ in case a > 3r - 4, we see that the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 hold. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is based on the following two estimates 
which follow, respectively, from Theorems 5.9 and 5.11 of Titchmarsh [7]: 
Let z > 0 and the reals A4 > 0 and M’ be subject to A4 + 1 GM’ < 2M. Then 
,<z,, e (t) = O(M-1’2z1iz + M3’2z-1’2), (7) 
MzM, e (i) = O(kP3z lb + M7/6~ - 1/6), (8) 
where the order constants are absolute. 
Now let 1 < P = P(x) < Q be a function of x to be chosen suitably later. 
We write 
where 
S,(m)= C nae S,(m) = )J n’e 
1<n<P P<n<Q 
To estimate S,(m), we introduce S(M) = CMGnGQ e(m/n) for M< Q. 
We split the interval [M, Q] into subintervals [M, 2M], (2M, 22M] ,..., 
(2’-‘M, 2SM] and (2”M, Q], where s = - [-log(Q/M)/log 2]- 1. Then 
using (7) to estimate the sum over each of these subintervals, we conclude 
that 
S(M)= 0 (~-1” /mxj’/2 i (2-W) + IMxI-1/2 (2q,f)W 5 (2-“i’)s-i) 
i=O i=O 
= O(AC-“~ 1~~~x1”~ + Ivzx~-“~ Q”‘). 
Now by the theorem of partial integration for Stieltjes integrals and by 
standard theorems for converting sums to Stieltjes integrals, we have for 
a#0 
Q 
S,(m) = a to-‘S(t)dt-a F’s(t) dt + S([P] + 1) P” 
IQ1 
= 0 p - 312 dt + I mx I -- 112 Q312 I,” to- ’ dt) 
+ O(Q”-‘) + O(Irn~l"~ Pa-1'2 + I~x/-"~ Q3'2Pa) 
Lw 
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Since S,(m) = S([P] + 1) for a = 0, we have altogether 
S,(m) = o(QQ+3’2 ~mxI-“*) 
+ O(Q”-“‘(log x)~-o 1 ,x]“‘) ifa> i, (10) 
+ o(P”-“2 (r?p) ifO<a < f. 
To estimate s,(m) we introduce T(M) = CrCIGnCP e(mx/n) for A4 < P. This 
time, using (8) and arguing as before, we conclude that 
T(M) = 0 lmxl”6 P”3 y (2-l/3)‘+ Imxl-‘/6p7/6 x (z-7/6)’ 
i*logP i<logP 
= 0(~mx(“6 P”3 + Imxl-“6P7’6). 
Hence by using the theorem of partial summation, we have for a # 0 
s,(m)=alPT(t)t”-‘dt+T(l)+O(Pu-‘) 1 
= 0 
L 
(P”j lmxl’/6 + P7/6 I,xl-‘~y~to-’ dt)] 
+ O(P”3 lmxl”6 + P7’6 Imxq”6). 
Since the case a = 0 is included in the above estimation (because 
S,(m) = r( 1) in that case), we have 
S,(m) = O(Pa+“3 Imxl”6 + P0+7’6 Imy). (11) 
Thus from (9), (10) and (11) it follows that 
G,.,(~,Q)=o (~W3~l/6 c ,1/6--r+pa+7/+1/6 < ,-1/6-r 
X’/*Q~-‘~2(logX)~n.~~2 f *‘I*-’ 
i if a>+, m=1 
= O(p*+‘/3X’/6 +~a+l/6~-‘/6 +X-1/2~a+3/2) 
+ O(~“~Q~-‘/~(log ,)~om) 
1 
if a > i, 
(3(x’12p”- l/2) if O<ac+. 
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Now, choosing P = P(x) to be a constant multiple of x*‘~, we see that the 
conclusions of Theorem 2 hold. 
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